Abstract : In the 1950s, the concept of configuration management (CM) was started by the US Department of Defense (DOD). Later, it has begun to be applied in aerospace, software, engineering, construction, and nuclear power industry. However, configuration management (CM) in the Korean nuclear industry was firstly utilized in 2006 only for selected parts of facilities, while the US nuclear industry has applied CM for the facilities' entire systems since 1990s. Furthermore, configuration management (CM) is in its conceptual stage in the Korean nuclear industry because of ambiguous CM concepts, lacks of CM professional manpower, non-computerization, and inadequacy of CM procedures and processes. In order to address this issues, seven industries (including defense, aerospace, software, engineering, architecture, civil engineering, nuclear power) that utilize the concept of configuration management (CM) were compared and analyzed based on the CM purpose, technique, and life-cycle perspectives. By an extensive literature review and expert interviews, this paper developed a framework of configuration management (CM) for the nuclear industry. And also, a list of functions based on life-cycle stages and CM techniques are developed for clarifying CM framework in order to promote practical applications.
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MC1.
Maintain the conformance of 3 elements (Design requirement, Physical configuration, Facility configuration Information)
MC2.
Analysis and documentation of planned change
MC3.
Change process based on safety, regulations, economics
MC4.
Engineering analysis such as Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) and Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA)
MC5. Linkage and Control with cost and schedule
MC6. Traceability
MR. Requirement Management
MR1.
Documentation of design bases, licensing bases
MR2. Industry codes and standards requirements
MR3. Economic impact and PRA, PSA results
MR4. Owner's requirements
MR5. Definition and documentation of design requirements
MR6. Margin management
MD. Information Management
MD1.
Documentation of facility data throughout the entire lifecycle (Table 3) .
MD2. Linkage with SSCs by numbering
MD3. Document management system
MD4. Traceability
MD5. version and rivision management
MD6. Reconstitution of design documentation
MI. Interface Management
MI1. Organization management
MI2. Process control
요건관리 (Requirement Management)
원전 개 항목을 선정하였다 (Table 3 ).
정보관리 (Information Management)
HM Global ( 개 항목을 선정하였다 (Table 3) . 
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